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M A S T E R S E R I E S





For over 50 years, HAMILTON has created solutions for document handling in mailrooms  
and copy centers. We manufacture a line of products that address issues in these  
active environments. 

Our aluminum frame consoles are ideal for high traffic areas. The frames withstand weights 
in excess of 1,000 lbs. and protect the edges on all laminate surfaces. The consoles may be 
outfitted with adjustable legs, cable raceways, half or full depth shelves with or without locks, 
wood-top corners, modesty panel and accessories like dump rims, wheels or your choice of 
handles. We manufacture to your specifications. We also provide professional design services

Flexible
Manufacturing



The Manifest Shipping Station, pictured above, is in our family of specialty consoles. This 48”, 60” or 72” 
width station manages all automated shipping operations with space designated for a monitor, printer 
and tray for the keyboard. We also manufacture packaging station consoles, crank adjustable consoles 
that can have an electrical component, and adjustable scale consoles.

HAMILTON sort modules may be ordered in a myriad of sizes and number of slots. Flexible plastic 
shelves are available in four colors and standard, legal, oversized and zip sizes. They easily slide into full 
depth shelf supports attached to our sort modules and are adjustable on 1” intervals. Color coded labels 
are included for quick, accurate sorting.

Specialty
Solutions







The beauty of HAMILTON products is in the attention to detail. The Executive Mail Station, pictured 
above, is a self-contained mail delivery and collection point with areas for open and locked storage. 

Our pin and cam locking system safely secures sort modules at any position on our consoles. The system 
easily readjusts toward the front or back to accommodate the varying reach of personnel.

HAMILTON bulk sort units may be ordered with angled shelves to facilitate a speedy first sort. Our 
one-stop-shop carries many essentials including bulk sort bins, anti-fatigue mats, power strips and mail 
delivery carts.

An Eye
for Detail
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Fairfield, OH 45014

Phone: 800.503.9966
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HAMILTON Solutions at Work
Custom designed and crafted floor-to-ceiling 
shelves and cabinets house the Cowboys’ 
equipment at the Oklahoma State University’s 
Boone Pickens Football Stadium. The Master Series 
consoles with stainless steel worksurfaces double 
as the conference table.

Hamilton Casework Solutions offer 
GREENGUARD Gold certified products to 
provide safe, quality, environmentally friendly 
workspaces. FSC® (FSC-C110583) and OSHPD 
certified components are also available as 
specified by a designer.


